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Challenging Gender Roles and Agency in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Kaitlyn Watson, Department of English

Introduction:
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is a 14th century text written 
by an unnamed poet. This tale is set within the Court of King 

Arthur and hosts notable figures, with Sir Gawain the knight in 
the forefront. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight can stand as a 
written illustration of the heroes of the Court of Arthur. It can 
also, however, be seen as an early example of a text providing 
women with power and agency. The power women possess 

within the tale is hidden until the very end of the poem, when 
it is revealed that Morgan le Fay was really behind the games 

and quest that Gawain endured. This agency that women were 
given is juxtaposed with some of the reactionary views within 
the text. This can stand to represent the insecurities that were 
most likely felt during the period this tale was written in, and 
Gawain is the mode with which these insecurities and fears of 

powerful women are demonstrated. By considering these 
elements, this story can take on a new light as a progressive 

text for the time it was written in, and the unnamed poet can 
stand to be seen as an early progressive author who worked to 

elevate women within their work to a higher status.

"And through the wiles of a 
woman be wooed into 

sorrow"

Female Agency Revealed:
When the story is revealed in truth, Gawain learns that 

women created the plan for all of the games and quests that 
he was a part of. These revelations instantly give the story a 

twist, as women are suddenly the driving forces behind these 
events, and not the men that were assumed to be in charge. 
This gives the two women behind the scheme (Morgan and 

the Lord’s wife) a new sense of agency and power within the 
text. When it is revealed to Gawain that the Green Knight was 
not behind the game and quest, he responds in the only way 
he seems to be able to and degrades women in general. His 
speech acts to discredit all of the agency these women just 
worked to earn and returns readers back to the period this 

was written in. Gawain in this section stands to represent the 
views at the time on women and their “wiles,” and the poet 

uses Gawain here to contrast with the progressive ideas being 
represented. By breaking down these women, he is, in turn, 

building up his own agency and rekindling his sense of 
possibly damaged masculinity.

Image: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, London, 
British Library MS Cotton Nero A.x. (art. 3): A digital 

Facsimile.

Gawain's Speech:
“But if a dullard should dote, deem it no wonder, and 

through the wiles of a woman be wooed into sorrow, For 
so was Adam by one, when the world began, And 

Solomon by many more, and Samson the mighty Delilah 
was his doom, and David thereafter Was beguiled by 
Bathsheba, and bore much distress; Now these were 

vexed by their devices- ‘twere a very joy could one but 
learn to love, and believe them not.” (2414-2421)

“And one and all fell prey / to women 
that they had used; / If I be led 

astray, / Methinks I may be 
excused.”

Summary of the Text
The story takes place with the court of King Arthur, and 
centers around a mysterious knight who appears in the 

court. He is completely green, and no one from the 
Round Table seem to know who he is. He challenges the 
knights to a contest, which involves a "strike for strike" 

type of rule, meaning the Green Knight will match any hit 
dealt to him. Gawain proceeds by beheading the knight, 
thinking the issue is over. The Green Knight then picks up 
his own head and says Gawain must come to his home in 

a year to receive the same strike he dealt. The Green 
Knight, in showing Gawain he is virtually unkillable, 
causes distress for Gawain. He decides to leave the 

Round Table and begin his journey to the realm of the 
Green Knight and try and determine a way to survive this 
game. In his journey, he discovers a magical castle in the 
woods. Upon being ushered in and offered sanctuary, a 
lady in the castle tries to aid Gawain and provides him 
with magical protection. By the end, Gawain faces the 

Green Knight and, instead of being killed, he is informed 
that this game was a ruse, and that the women within 
the text who seemed to not have any power were the 

ones orchestrating the games and quest as a way to test 
the nerve of Arthur's knights and to frighten Guenevere 

to death.

Societal Implications and Impacts
By postponing the moment when the reader discovers 
who is behind the plot, readers are made to come to 

terms with their own biases and preconceived notions 
that the Green Knight has to be the one in charge, and 
that Gawain, one of the most respected knights, has to

be correct about what he believes to be the truth. By not 
hinting at all within the poem of a secret agency women 

hold, readers are learning alongside Gawain of the power 
that these female figures held. By taking a text that 

seems so masculine in nature, with cutting off heads, 
quests, and trying to uphold the qualities of a knight, the 

sudden turn to the feminine at the end works to break 
down these strict stratifications that this social structure 
the text works within holds. It works to make a space for 

women within a predominantly masculine sphere, like 
the court of King Arthur, and show that powerful women 

can also have a place at the Table.
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